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Abstract— In this paper, we investigate massive multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) high frequency (HF) skywave communica-
tions. We first introduce a model for HF skywave massive MIMO
channels within the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
transmission framework by using the matrix of sampled steering
vectors. Considering the large antenna array aperture and
increased signal bandwidth, the effect of the propagation delay
across the large-scale antenna array cannot be ignored, and thus
the steering vectors vary across different subcarriers. Specifically,
we derive a wideband beam based channel model and show
that the beam domain statistical channel state information (CSI)
is frequency-independent. Then, we consider minimum mean-
squared error (MMSE) based uplink receiver and downlink
precoder with perfect CSI at the base station (BS). With a
large number of antennas at the BS, the sum-rate can be
asymptotically increased proportionally to the number of user
terminals (UTs) while the transmit power per UT is scaled
down inverse-proportionally to the number of antennas. In order
to reduce the design complexities of the MMSE receiver and
precoder, we derive a polynomial expansion based design using
a deterministic equivalent. Simulation results demonstrate very
significant performance advantages of the proposed HF skywave
massive MIMO system.

Index Terms— Massive MIMO, HF skywave communications,
channel model, receiver, precoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO ENABLE the global coverage for future wireless
networks, satellite communication is an appealing can-
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didate technique and becomes a research hotspot [2], [3].
The high frequency (HF) band communications, usually using
3 to 30 MHz frequency band, enable over-the-horizon com-
munications with ranges up to thousands of kilometers via
ionospheric refraction, achieving global coverage without
using expensive terrestrial and satellite infrastructures [4],
[5]. Due to very limited spectrum resource and challenging
ionospheric channel condition, HF communications usually
have a low system rate, which have been at a disadvantage in
competition with satellite communications. Aiming at increas-
ing the system rate for HF communications, some works
address the design of a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
architecture in recent years [6]–[9]. Most of the existing works
can be categorized as point-to-point MIMO and a slight gain
in the system rate can be achieved with small-scale MIMO
(usually no more than 8 antennas) equipped in each end.

Massive MIMO deploys a large number of antennas at
the base station (BS) to simultaneously serve multiple user
terminals (UTs) and significantly improve the system sum-rate
and reliability [10]. Furthermore, massive MIMO can provide
the beamforming gain needed to overcome path loss and
establish links with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio [11].
Massive MIMO has become a critical technique for the
fifth-generation wireless systems, and been widely investigated
for the sub-6GHz band, mmWave/terahertz bands, and even
optical band [12]–[14]. However, its application for the HF
band is still missing in the literature. In this work, we apply
massive MIMO for HF skywave communications, where the
small angle spread is beneficial to separate multiple UTs from
different directions. We consider a fixed BS equipped with a
large-scale antenna array, serving a number of UTs, each with
a single antenna.

We note that a large-scale antenna array at the HF band is
implementable. A typical example is the HF skywave MIMO
radar, where over a hundred antennas with a total length of
over a thousand meters are employed in both the transmit
and the receive arrays [15]. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work in applying massive MIMO in the HF
band in the literature. Thus, the widely used temporal-only
HF channel models [16], [17] need to be extended to a model
considering the spatial-temporal characteristics of the channels
properly. Since the ionosphere is time-varying, a HF skywave
communication system should adjust its carrier frequency
accordingly [18], [19], which is different from terrestrial
cellular communications.

Furthermore, when both the signal bandwidth and the array
aperture are large, the propagation delay across the large-scale
antenna array should not be ignored, which is referred to as
the spatial-wideband effect and has been investigated in [12],
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[20] for mmWave channels and in [21], [22] for terahertz
channels more recently. The orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) technique is very favorable for the
wideband massive MIMO communications [10], and has been
traditionally applied in wideband HF communications, even
earlier than in cellular networks [23], [24]. In this paper,
we first present a wideband massive MIMO-OFDM chan-
nel model for HF skywave communications by using the
matrix of sampled steering vectors. Both the propagation
delay and Doppler effect are considered in the wideband HF
skywave massive MIMO channel model, and the matrix of
the steering vectors varies with subcarriers due to the effect
of the propagation delay across the large-scale antenna array.
We will derive a wideband beam based channel model by
using subcarrier-dependent sampled steering vectors and show
that the statistical channel state information (CSI) in the beam
domain is independent of subcarriers.

There generally exists two types of receivers and precoders
for massive MIMO: nonlinear and linear ones. In this work,
we focus on linear receiver and precoder to achieve a reliable
performance with reasonable complexity for HF skywave
massive MIMO communications. Among the existing linear
receiver and precoder strategies, e.g., maximal-ratio combin-
ing, zero-forcing, minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) cri-
teria, the MMSE based receiver and precoder are proved to be
near-optimal when the number of BS antennas is much larger
than that of the single-antenna UTs [25]. It is well-known that
the accuracy of CSI plays an essential role in massive MIMO
communications. We consider the MMSE receiver and MMSE
precoder for the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) transmis-
sion, respectively, under the assumption that the channel is
quasi-static and perfect DL CSI is available at the BS. The
DL CSI can be obtained through UL training process and
exploiting channel reciprocity in time-division duplex (TDD)
mode. It may be challenging sometimes to obtain DL CSI
at the BS. In this case, the robust DL precoder [14] can be
applied for massive MIMO with imperfect DL CSI.

In general, the ergodic achievable sum-rates for the MMSE
based receiver and precoder cannot be directly used to con-
duct the system performance analysis. The use-and-then-forget
capacity bounding technique can provide closed-form lower
bounds on ergodic sum-rate [10]. In this paper, we will
alternatively derive closed-form asymptotic achievable sum-
rate expressions under perfect CSI assumptions. We first
prove that the scaled channel vectors of different UTs with
non-overlapped directional cosines tend to be orthogonal when
the number of BS antennas tends to infinity. The derived UL
asymptotic achievable sum-rate and DL asymptotic achievable
sum-rate approximation are only related to the statistical CSI
and can be easily computed without expectation operation.
We obtain the power-scaling law for the MMSE based UL
and DL transmissions and show that the UL/DL sum-rates
can be maintained and the transmit power can be significantly
reduced when the BS is equipped with a sufficiently large
number of antennas. Meanwhile, by simultaneously serving
multiple UTs in the same time-frequency resource, the sum-
rates can be proportionally increased compared with that of a
single-antenna BS.

To avoid the computationally complex matrix inversion in
calculating the MMSE based receiver and precoder, we also
consider polynomial expansion (PE) based design for the UL
receiver and DL precoder [26], [27]. The coefficient vectors
of the PE based receiver and precoder are computed from
the empirical moments of the channel Gram matrix, which
need to be updated frequently once the channel changes,
and the computations are still intensive. To further reduce
the complexity, we turn to the deterministic equivalents of
the empirical moments [28], [29]. Specifically, we derive a
low-complexity design by computing the coefficient vectors
based on the slow-varying statistical CSI and approximate
them by their deterministic equivalents, which is independent
of a particular channel realization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the system model for HF skywave massive
MIMO communications. In Section III, we investigate the UL
MMSE receiver and DL MMSE precoder, derive the asymp-
totic achievable sum-rate, and propose the low-complexity
PE based design using deterministic equivalents. Simulation
results are provided in Section IV, and Section V concludes
this paper.

Notations: Boldface lower case letters and boldface upper
case letters denote vectors and matrices, respectively. The
operators (·)H , (·)T , and (·)∗ represent the matrix/vector
conjugate-transpose, transpose, and conjugate operations,
respectively. IM is the M ×M identity matrix. 0 and 0M×N

denote the zero vector and M ×N zero matrix. The ensemble
expectation, matrix trace, absolute value, Euclidean norm, and
Frobenius norm operators are denoted by E {·}, tr (·), |·|, ‖·‖,
and ‖·‖F, respectively. diag(A) indicates a column vector,
which is constituted by the main diagonal of A. � and ∗
denote the Hadamard product and convolution, respectively.
j̄ =

√−1. [a]i and [A]i,j denote the i-th element of a, and
the (i, j)-th element of A, respectively. CN (a,A) denotes
the circular symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with
mean a and covariance A. ∼ denotes “be distributed as”. δ(·)
and δ[·] denote the delta function and unit sample sequence,
respectively. P∪S and P∩S denote the union and intersection
operation of sets P and S, respectively. Ej (x) =

∫∞
1

e−xt

tj dt
is the generalized exponential integral function.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we first introduce HF skywave massive
MIMO communication and present the signal model within
the OFDM framework. Then, we present a wideband HF
skywave massive MIMO-OFDM channel model. Specifically,
we derive a wideband beam based channel model and show
the subcarrier-independent characteristic of the statistical CSI.

A. System Setup and Signal Model

We consider a long-range HF skywave massive MIMO
communication system operating in TDD mode as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The BS is equipped with a uniform linear
array (ULA) consisting of M antennas and serves U single-
antenna UTs. The ionosphere is divided into the D, E, and F
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the HF skywave massive MIMO communication system.

layers. The E and F layers act mainly as radio wave reflectors,
permitting long-range propagation, whereas the D layer acts
principally as an absorber, causing signal attenuation [30].
Signal transmission over HF skywave channels can be charac-
terized by multipath propagation. Specifically, the transmitted
signal usually travels over multiple paths via single or multiple
reflections from the E and/or F layers [31].

Let xul
u (t) be the analog baseband signal transmitted by UT

u. The received analog baseband signal vector at the BS is
given by

yul(t) =
U∑

u=1

∫ ∞

−∞
hu(t, τ)xul

u (t− τ)dτ + zul(t), (1)

where hu(t, τ) ∈ CM×1 is the time-varying UL channel
impulse response vector from UT u to the BS, and zul(t)
is the noise vector with M components being independent
complex white Gaussian noise processes with identical power
spectral density. Similarly, let xdl

u (t) ∈ CM×1 be the analog
baseband signal vector transmitted for UT u. The received
analog baseband signal at UT u is given by

ydl
u (t) =

U∑
u′=1

∫ ∞

−∞
[hu(t, τ)]T xdl

u′(t− τ)dτ + zdl
u (t), (2)

where [hu(t, τ)]T is the time-varying DL channel impulse
response vector from the BS to UT u, expressed as the trans-
pose of the UL channel impulse response vector according to
the channel reciprocity [32], [33], and zdl

u (t) is the complex
white Gaussian noise process.

Since the propagation distance difference between different
paths is very large in HF skywave communications, large delay
spread, up to milliseconds (ms), is usually observed [4]. There
also exists Doppler shift introduced by the motion of both
ionospheric layers and UTs [4], [34]. The HF skywave channel
characteristics vary with the time of day, the seasons, the space
weather, and the locations of the BS and UTs [18]. Typical
ionosphere imposed Doppler spreads are 0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz,

and 1 Hz for quiet, moderate, and disturbed ionospheric
conditions at mid-latitude regions, respectively [31]. Besides,
the modeling of the Doppler spread imposed by UT’s mobility
is similar to that in the terrestrial cellular communications.
For example, if the UT is moving at the speed of 100 km/h
and the carrier frequency is 16 MHz, the maximum Doppler
spread is 1.48 Hz. In general, the channel coherence time,
determined by the Doppler spread, is much larger than the
channel delay spread. OFDM modulation has been used for the
wideband HF skywave communication by adaptively selecting
proper parameters [23], [35]. In the following, we focus on
HF skywave massive MIMO communications with OFDM
modulation.

Let Nc, Ng , and Ts be the number of subcarriers, the length
of the cyclic prefix (CP), and the system sampling interval,
respectively. We denote Tc = NcTs and Tg = NgTs the dura-
tions of the OFDM symbol and CP, respectively. We assume
that Nv subcarriers, with index set K = {0, 1, · · · , Nv − 1},
are used for transmitting data. The remaining Nc −Nv virtual
carriers are set as the guard band of the system, and the signals
are set to 0 at these virtual carriers. Let xul

u,�,k be the signal
transmitted by UT u on the �-th symbol at the k-th subcarrier.
With the CP, the analog baseband signal on the �-th symbol
transmitted by UT u can be expressed as

xul
u,�(t) =

∑
k∈K

xul
u,�,ke

j̄2πkΔft,

−Tg ≤ t− �(Tc + Tg) < Tc, (3)

where Δf = 1/Tc denotes the subcarrier spacing. Similarly,
let xdl

u,�,k ∈ CM×1 be the signal transmitted by the BS for
UT u on the �-th symbol at the k-th subcarrier. With the
CP, the analog baseband signal vector on the �-th symbol
transmitted for UT u can be expressed as

xdl
u,�(t) =

∑
k∈K

xdl
u,�,ke

j̄2πkΔft,

−Tg ≤ t− �(Tc + Tg) < Tc. (4)
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We denote ĥu(t, f) as the Fourier transform of hu(t, τ).
The demodulated signal vector at the k-th subcarrier on the
�-th symbol at the BS can be written as

yul
�,k =

U∑
u=1

hu,�,kx
ul
u,�,k + zul

�,k, (5)

where hu,�,k ∈ CM×1 is the UL channel frequency response
vector from UT u to the BS on the �-th symbol at the k-th
subcarrier, given by

hu,�,k = ĥu (�(Tc + Tg), kΔf) , (6)

and zul
�,k is the complex Gaussian noise vector distributed as

CN (0, σul
�,kIM ).

Similarly, the demodulated signal at the k-th subcarrier on
the �-th symbol at UT u can be written as

ydl
u,�,k =

U∑
u′=1

hT
u,�,kx

dl
u′,�,k + zdl

u,�,k, (7)

where hT
u,�,k is the DL channel frequency response vector

from the BS to UT u on the �-th symbol at the k-th sub-
carrier, and zdl

u,�,k is the complex Gaussian noise distributed
as CN (0, σdl

u,�,k).

B. Channel Model

We consider a wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scatter-
ing channel model for HF skywave communications [16],
[17], [36]. Let fc denote the carrier frequency. Since the
ionosphere is time-varying, the carrier frequency needs to be
varied according to the real-time ionospheric conditions [18],
[19]. Let d represent the inter-antenna spacing of the ULA.
We define fo as the maximum system operating frequency
and set d = λo/2, where λo = c/fo is the wavelength
corresponding to fo and c is the speed of light.

We assume that there exist Pu resolvable paths between UT
u and the BS. Let τu,p,m be the propagation delay of the p-th
path between UT u and the m-th antenna of the BS, expressed
as

τu,p,m = τu,p,1 + (m− 1)Δτ sin θazu,p cos θelu,p, (8)

where Δτ = d/c, θazu,p and θelu,p are either the UL azimuth
angle of arrival (AoA) and elevation AoA or the DL azimuth
angle of departure (AoD) and elevation AoD associated
with the p-th path, respectively. For notational convenience,
we denote τu,p = τu,p,1 and Ωu,p = sin θazu,p cos θelu,p, and
Ωu,p can be referred to as the directional cosine with respect
to the antenna array.

Angle spread is the result of the scattering of the signal
during the reflections of the ionosphere and ground and also
of the geometry of multipath propagation [34]. The azimuth
AoA/AoD can differ from the great circle bearing from the
BS to the UT, and an angle spread of about 1◦ is regarded
as typical although larger spreads are sometimes observed
under disturbed ionospheric conditions [30], [37], [38]. The
elevation AoA/AoD depends upon the great circle ground
range and which ionospheric modes are present [30]. The

observed elevation angle tends to lie within a small range for
a long-range propagation [39].

The UL channel impulse response from UT u to the m-th
antenna of the BS is given by

hu,m(t, τ) =
Pu∑
p=1

αu,p(t)e−j̄2πfc(m−1)ΔτΩu,pδ(τ − τu,p,m),

(9)

where αu,p(t) is a complex-valued gain random process.
The p-th path is assumed to contain Qp unresolvable sub-
paths with the same propagation delay, azimuth and elevation
AoAs/AoDs since the surfaces of the earth and the ionospheric
layers are rough [40]. Then, αu,p(t) can be expressed as [41]

αu,p(t) =
Qp∑
q=1

βu,p,qe
j̄φu,p,qe−j̄2π(fc+νu,p,q)τu,pej̄2πνu,p,qt,

(10)

where βu,p,q, φu,p,q , and νu,p,q are the gain, initial phase, and
Doppler shift of the q-th subpath, respectively. We assume
that φu,p,q is uniformly distributed over [0, 2π). When Qp

tends to infinity, αu,p(t) equals a complex Gaussian random
process with zero mean. The amplitude of αu,p(t) exhibits
Rayleigh fading, which is widely confirmed in the HF skywave
channel measurements [42], [43], and is a well-established
characteristic adopted in the widely-used temporal-only HF
channel models [16], [17].

For brevity, we express the UL channel impulse response
vector from UT u to the BS as

hu(t, τ) =
Pu∑
p=1

gu,p(t, τ) ∗ g(Ωu,p, τ), (11)

where

gu,p(t, τ) = αu,p(t)δ(τ − τu,p), (12)

g(Ω, τ) = [g1(Ω, τ), · · · , gM (Ω, τ)]T , (13)

with

gm(Ω, τ) = e−j̄2πfc(m−1)ΔτΩδ(τ − (m− 1)ΔτΩ). (14)

Furthermore, according to (6), the UL channel frequency
response vector can be derived as

hu,�,k =
Pu∑
p=1

αu,p(�(Tc + Tg))e−j̄2πkΔfτu,pv(Ωu,p, k), (15)

where

v(Ω, k)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
g(Ω, τ)e−j̄2πkΔfτdτ

=
[
1, e−j̄2π(fc+kΔf)ΔτΩ, · · · , e−j̄2π(fc+kΔf)(M−1)ΔτΩ

]T
(16)

denotes the steering vector in the directional cosine of Ω at the
k-th subcarrier. From (16), steering vector v(Ω, k) varies with
subcarriers. The spatial- and frequency-wideband has been
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observed in mmWave massive MIMO systems [12], [20], and
a physical channel model representing the overall spatial fre-
quency channel matrix for a mmWave massive MIMO-OFDM
system has been derived in [12], where the propagation delay
across the array aperture is specifically focused. Differently,
in the above physical channel model for our proposed HF
skywave massive MIMO-OFDM system, both the propagation
delay and Doppler effect are involved. In the following, based
on the physical channel model in (15), we further derive a
statistical channel model by using sampled steering vectors,
which is referred to as the beam based channel model and
will be used in the performance analysis of the UL receiver
and DL precoder. We denote ϕu,p,� = αu,p(�(Tc + Tg)) for
notational convenience, and ϕu,p,� is a complex Gaussian
random variable with zero mean.

We perform uniformly sampling for Ω. Let M̃ ≥M be the
sampling number. We denote S = S1∪· · ·∪S�M = (−1, 1] with

S
�m ∈

(
(2m̃− 2 − M̃)/M̃, (2m̃− M̃)/M̃

]
and 1 ≤ m̃ ≤ M̃ ,

the overall directional cosine set. Let Pu = {Ωu,1, · · · ,Ωu,Pu}
be the directional cosine set of UT u. Then, hu,�,k can be
rewritten as

hu,�,k =
�M∑
�m=1

∑
Ωu,p∈Pu∩S

�m

ϕu,p,�e
−j̄2πkΔfτu,pv(Ωu,p, k).

(17)

Let γ
�m = (2m̃ − 1 − M̃)/M̃ and the directional cosines

of the paths in set S
�m be approximated by γ

�m. This approxi-
mation tends to be accurate when M̃ tends to infinity. Then,
hu,�,k can be approximated as

hu,�,k =
�M∑
�m=1

h̃u,�,k,�mv(γ
�m, k), (18)

where v(γ
�m, k) is the sampled steering vector, and

h̃u,�,k,�m =
∑

Ωu,p∈Pu∩S
�m

ϕu,p,�e
−j̄2πkΔfτu,p . (19)

The above channel approximation provides a beam based
channel representation since the sampled steering vectors
correspond to physical spatial beams. We refer to h̃u,�,k,�m

as beam domain channel coefficients, and h̃u,�,k,�m is also
complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean.

We denote h̃u,�,k =
[
h̃u,�,k,1, · · · , h̃u,�,k,�M

]T
∈ C

�M×1,
which is referred to as the beam domain channel vector from
UT u to the BS at the k-th subcarrier on the �-th symbol.
We denote the matrix of the sampled steering vectors at the
k-th subcarrier as

Vk =
[
v(γ1, k), · · · ,v(γ

�M
, k)
] ∈ C

M×�M . (20)

Then, we can rewrite (18) as

hu,�,k = Vkh̃u,�,k, (21)

which is similar to the channel representation presented for
the terahertz band in [21].

Denote the channel coupling vector at the k-th subcarrier
on the �-th symbol as

ωu,�,k = E

{
h̃u,�,k � h̃∗

u,�,k

}
∈ R

�M×1, (22)

with the m̃-th element calculated by

[ωu,�,k]
�m =

∑
Ωu,p∈Pu∩S

�m

E

{
|ϕu,p,�|2

}

=
∑

Ωu,p∈Pu∩S
�m

Qp∑
q=1

β2
u,p,q. (23)

We can observe from (23) that the channel coupling vector
is independent of symbols and subcarriers although the beam
domain channel elements are related to symbols and subcarri-
ers as shown in (19). Thus, we denote ωu = ωu,�,k for brevity,
which can be regarded as the statistical CSI.

III. MMSE BASED UL RECEIVER AND DL PRECODER

In this section, we investigate the MMSE based UL receiver
and DL precoder. Specifically, we derive the asymptotic
achievable sum-rate and analyze the power-scaling law, and
propose low-complexity PE receiver and precoder based on
deterministic equivalents.

A. UL Receiver and DL Precoder

We consider the MMSE based receiver and precoder by
assuming perfect CSI at the BS. We focus on the transmission
on the �-th OFDM symbol. For brevity, we omit index � in
the subscript hereafter.

With the UL signal model in (5), the received signal vector
at the k-th subcarrier at the BS is given by

yul
k = Hkxul

k + zul
k , (24)

where Hk = [h1,k, · · · ,hU,k] ∈ CM×U is the UL chan-
nel matrix, xul

k is the UL transmitted signal vector with
E
{
xul

k (xul
k )H

}
= qulIU where

[
xul

k

]
u

is the transmitted signal
of UT u and qul is the average transmit power of each UT, and
zul

k ∼ CN (0, σulIM ) is the complex Gaussian noise vector.
Let Rk ∈ CU×M denote the linear receiver. The MMSE

receiver is obtained by solving the optimization problem of

Rmmse
k = argmin

Rk

E

{∥∥xul
k − Rkyul

k

∥∥2} . (25)

We denote Gk = HH
k Hk and ρul = qul/σul for notational

convenience. Then, we have

Rmmse
k =

(
Gk +

1
ρul

IU

)−1

HH
k . (26)

With the DL signal model in (7), the received signal vector
at the k-th subcarrier for a linearly precoded DL transmission
can be expressed as

ydl
k = HT

k Pkxdl
k + zdl

k , (27)

where Pk is the precoding matrix with power constraint
tr
(
PH

k Pk

) ≤ U , xdl
k is the DL transmitted signal vector with

E
{
xdl

k (xdl
k )H

}
= qdlIU where

[
xdl

k

]
u

is the signal transmitted
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for UT u and qdl is the average transmit power for each UT,
and zdl

k ∼ CN (0, σdlIU ) is the complex Gaussian noise vector.
The MMSE precoder is obtained by solving the optimization

problem of

Pmmse
k = argmin

Pk

E

{∥∥xdl
k − ζkydl

k

∥∥2} ,
s.t. tr

(
PH

k Pk

) ≤ U, (28)

where ζk is a real scalar parameter corresponding to the
potential power scaling performed at the UTs. Then, we have

Pmmse
k =

1
ζmmse
k

((
Gk +

1
ρdl

IU

)−1

HH
k

)T

, (29)

where ρdl = qdl/σdl and ζmmse
k is set to meet power constraint

tr
(
(Pmmse

k )HPmmse
k

)
= U .

B. Asymptotic Achievable Sum-Rate

In this subsection, we investigate the asymptotic achievable
sum-rate performance for the MMSE based receiver and
precoder.

From the previous subsection, the UL ergodic achievable
sum-rate for the MMSE receiver can be expressed as1

rul
mmse =

1
Nv

∑
k∈K

U∑
u=1

EHk

{
log2

{
1

+

∣∣∣rmmse
u,k hu,k

∣∣∣2 qul

∑U
u′ �=u

∣∣∣rmmse
u,k hu′,k

∣∣∣2 qul + σul
∥∥∥rmmse

u,k

∥∥∥2
}}

,

(30)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the channel
realizations and the MMSE receiver, rmmse

u,k , for UT u is the
u-th row of Rmmse

k . We obtain

rul
mmse =

1
Nv

∑
k∈K

U∑
u=1

×EHk

{
log2

{[(
ρulGk + IU

)−1
]−1

u,u

}}
. (31)

For the MMSE precoder, we assume that each UT can
perfectly obtain the DL CSI, which can be achieved through
applying the beamforming training framework [44] with low
overhead. The DL ergodic achievable sum-rate is

rdl
mmse

=
1
Nv

∑
k∈K

U∑
u=1

×EHk

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩log2

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩1 +

∣∣∣hT
u,kp

mmse
u,k

∣∣∣2 qdl

∑U
u′ �=u

∣∣∣hT
u,kp

mmse
u′,k

∣∣∣2 qdl + σdl

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ ,

(32)

1The ergodic achievable sum-rate is computed by averaging along the valid
subcarriers to aquire an average sum-rate performance for the wideband
OFDM system.

where the MMSE precoder, pmmse
u,k , for UT u is the u-th

column of Pmmse
k . We denote Ψk =

(
ρdlGk + IU

)−1
and

Πk =
(
Gk + 1

ρdl IU

)−1

Gk for notational convenience, and
obtain (33), shown at the bottom of the next page.

Due to the small angle spread in HF skywave communi-
cations, we assume that channels of arbitrary two UTs have
non-overlapping directional cosine sets.

Assumption 1: For arbitrary UT u and UT u′, and u �= u′,
we assume their directional cosine sets are non-overlapped,
that is,

Pu ∩ Pu′ = ∅. (34)

Under the above assumption, we have the asymptotically
orthogonality of the channels between arbitrary two UTs with
the channel models established in the previous section, which
is expressed in Lemma 1 and proved in Appendix A.

Lemma 1: Under Assumption 1, for arbitrary u �= u′, as M
tends to infinity, we have

lim
M→∞

1
M

hH
u,khu,k =

Pu∑
p=1

|ϕu,p|2 , (35)

lim
M→∞

1
M

hH
u,khu′,k = 0. (36)

Lemma 1 shows when the number of BS antennas
tends to be large, the scaled channel vectors of UTs with
non-overlapped directional cosine sets tend to be orthogonal.
Let P̃u denote the number of distinct non-zero elements in
ωu and ξu,1, · · · , ξu,P̃u

denote the distinct non-zero elements,
in decreasing order, with multiplicities ru,1, · · · , ru,P̃u

, respec-
tively. We can obtain an UL asymptotic achievable sum-rate
and its upper bound, expressed in Theorem 1 and proved in
Appendix B.

Theorem 1: If the transmit power of each UT is scaled
down by 1/M according to qul = εul/M and εul is fixed.
Under Assumption 1, we have

lim
M→∞

(
rul
mmse − r̃ul

mmse

)
= 0, (37)

where UL asymptotic achievable sum-rate r̃ul
mmse is given by

(38), shown at the bottom of the next page, where Ψu,p,l is
defined as (39), shown at the bottom of the next page, with

iu =
[
iu,1, · · · , iu,P̃u

]T
∈ ZP̃u×1 from the set Iu,p,l defined

as (40), shown at the bottom of the next page. Moreover, r̃ul
mmse

is upper bounded by

r̃ul
mmse ≤ r̃ul,ub

mmse =
U∑

u=1

log2

{
1 +

εul

σul
Cu

}
, (41)

where Cu =
∑Pu

p=1

∑Qp

q=1 β
2
u,p,q represents the average chan-

nel power of UT u.
From Theorem 1, the UL asymptotic achievable sum-rate

can be easily computed including the sum of generalized
exponential integral functions, thus avoiding computational
intensive expectation operation as involved in the compu-
tation of UL ergodic achievable sum-rate. Meanwhile, both
UL asymptotic achievable sum-rate and its upper bound are
only related to the statistical CSI. Similarly, we obtain a
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DL asymptotic achievable sum-rate and its approximation,
expressed in Theorem 2 and proved in Appendix C.

Theorem 2: Let qdl = εdl/M with fixed εdl. Under Assump-
tion 1, we have

lim
M→∞

(
rdl
mmse − r̃dl

mmse

)
= 0, (42)

where DL asymptotic achievable sum-rate r̃dl
mmse is

r̃dl
mmse =

U∑
u=1

×E

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩log2

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩1 +
1 − 2σdl

εdl au,1 +
(

σdl

εdl

)2

au,2

σdl

Uεdl

∑U
u=1

(
au,1 − σdl

εdl au,2

)
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭,

(43)

where au,1 =
(∑Pu

p=1 |ϕu,p|2 + σdl/εdl
)−1

and

au,2 =
(∑Pu

p=1 |ϕu,p|2 + σdl/εdl
)−2

. Moreover, r̃dl
mmse

can be approximated by (44), shown at the bottom of the next
page, where

bu,p,l,1 = (−ξu,p)ru,p−lΨu,p,le
σdl

εdlξu,p Eru,p−l+1

(
σdl

εdlξu,p

)
,

(45)

bu,p,l,2 = (−ξu,p)ru,p−l−1Ψu,p,le
σdl

εdlξu,p

·
(
Eru,p−l+1

(
σdl

εdlξu,p

)
− Eru,p−l

(
σdl

εdlξu,p

))
.

(46)

In Theorem 2, we provide an approximation of the DL
asymptotic achievable sum-rate, which can be computed with-
out expectation and is close to the asymptotic one, as con-
firmed in the simulation results. Note that the asymptotic
achievable sum-rate analyses for the MMSE based receiver
and precoder in terrestrial cellular communications have been

investigated in, e.g., [45], [46], which are based on the inde-
pendent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) channel assumption.
Our results in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are based on the
established HF skywave massive MIMO channel model with
spatial correlation.

Next, we obtain the UL power-scaling law by making an
insight in the UL asymptotic achievable sum-rate upper bound.
The DL one can be similarly obtained and is omitted here for
brevity. If we further assume equal channel power among UTs
as C1 = · · · = CU = C, then r̃ul,ub

mmse can be rewritten as

r̃ul,ub
mmse = U log2

{
1 +

εul

σul
C
}
. (47)

Therefore, when M is sufficiently large and the UTs have
non-overlapped directional cosine sets, we can scale down the
transmit power per UT proportionally to 1/M to obtain an
equal rate performance. Meanwhile, we can increase the sum-
rate U times by simultaneously serving U UTs in the same
time-frequency resource.

C. Low-Complexity PE Receiver and Precoder

In this subsection, we propose low-complexity PE based
receiver and precoder by replacing the computationally com-
plex matrix inversion involved in (26) and (29) with an
approximate matrix polynomial and calculate the coefficients
based on deterministic equivalents.

Using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, we express the
N -order PE receiver as

Rpe
k =

N∑
n=1

bul
k,nGn−1

k HH
k , (48)

where N ≤ U and bul
k,n is the coefficient for the PE

receiver. Let bul
k =

[
bul
k,1, · · · , bul

k,N

]T
∈ CN×1 be the

coefficient vector, obtained by applying the MMSE criterion

rdl
mmse =

1
Nv

∑
k∈K

U∑
u=1

EHk

{
log2

{
1 +

([Ψk]u,u − 1) [Πk]2u,u

([ΠkΨk]u,u − 1
U tr (ΠkΨk))(1 − [Ψk]u,u) − [Ψk]u,u [Πk]2u,u

}}
(33)

r̃ul
mmse =

U∑
u=1

P̃u∏
p̃=1

1
ξ

ru,p̃

u,p̃

P̃u∑
p=1

ru,p∑
l=1

(−1)ru,p−lΨu,p,lξ
ru,p−l+1
u,p

ln 2
e

σul

εulξu,p

ru,p−l∑
j=0

Ej+1

(
σul

εulξu,p

)
(38)

Ψu,p,l = (−1)ru,p−1
∑

iu∈Iu,p,l

∏
j �=p

(iu,j + ru,j − 1)!
(iu,j)! (ru,j − 1)!

(
1
ξu,j

− 1
ξu,p

)−(ru,j+iu,j)

(39)

Iu,p,l =

⎧⎨⎩[iu,1, · · · , iu,P̃u

]T
;

P̃u∑
j=1

iu,j = l− 1, iu,p = 0, iu,j ≥ 0, j = 1, · · · , P̃u

⎫⎬⎭ (40)
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as

bul
k = arg min

bk=[bk,1,··· ,bk,N ]T

×E

⎧⎨⎩
∥∥∥∥∥xul

k −
N∑

n=1

bk,nGn−1
k HH

k yul
k

∥∥∥∥∥
2
⎫⎬⎭ . (49)

Let Bk = HkHH
k and μk,n denote the n-order empirical

moment 1
M tr (Bn

k ). Then, we have

bul
k =

(
Φul

k

)−1
ak, (50)

where Φul
k ∈ CN×N and ak ∈ CN×1 with[

Φul
k

]
i,j

= μk,i+j +
μk,i+j−1

ρul
, (51)

[ak]n = μk,n. (52)

For the DL, the N -order PE precoder can be expressed as

Ppe
k =

(
N∑

n=1

bdl
k,nGn−1

k HH
k

)T

, (53)

where bdl
k,n is the coefficient for the PE precoder. Let bdl

k =[
bdl
k,1, · · · , bdl

k,N

]T
∈ CN×1 be the coefficient vector, obtained

by applying the MMSE criterion as (54), shown at the bottom
of the next page. Then, we have

bdl
k =

1
ζpe
k

(
Φdl

k

)−1
ak, (55)

where Φdl
k ∈ CN×N with[

Φdl
k

]
i,j

= μk,i+j +
μk,i+j−1

ρdl
, (56)

and ζpe
k is a real scalar parameter to meet power constraint

tr
(
(Ppe

k )HPpe
k

)
= U .

Note that bul
k and bdl

k need to be computed from the
empirical moments μk,n for each channel realization, which is
computationally intensive. Since the statistical CSI varies very
slowly with time, we compute bul

k and bdl
k with statistical CSI.

From [29, Theorem 1],

lim
M→∞

μk,n − E {μk,n} = 0, (57)

where the expectation is usually calculated by performing
a large number of Monte-Carlo simulation, which is still
computationally intensive. Next, we turn to the deterministic
equivalent of E {μk,n}, denoted by μk,n, which is independent
of a particular realization of Hk and can be calculated based
on the statistical CSI [29].

To compute μk,n, we first generate a diagonal matrix Λu

with diag(Λu) = ωu. Let Ξu,k denote the channel correlation

matrix E

{
hu,khH

u,k

}
and we calculate

Ξu,k = VkΛuVH
k . (58)

Let Θ ∈ CM×M and ηu,k(Θ) denote E

{
hH

u,kΘhu,k

}
.

We calculate

ηu,k(Θ) = tr
(
VkΛuVH

k Θ
)
. (59)

We obtain the following relation, which is proved in Appen-
dix D.

Theorem 3: When M tends to infinity, we have

lim
M→∞

μk,n − E {μk,n} = 0, (60)

where μk,n = 1
M tr

(
Bk,n

)
, and Bk,n is obtained as

Bk,n+1 =
n∑

j=0

(
U∑

u=1

ψu,k,jΞu,k

)
Bk,n−j , (61)

ψu,k,n+1 =
n∑

j=0

ηu,k(Bk,j)ψu,k,n−j , (62)

where n ∈ N, Bk,0 = IM and ψu,k,0 = 1.
From Theorem 3, as M tends to infinity, E {μk,n} tends

to be equal to its deterministic equivalent μk,n. As M
becomes large in HF skywave massive MIMO communica-
tions, E {μk,n} can be approximated by μk,n. Define Φ

ul

k ∈
CN×N and ak ∈ CN×1 with

[Φ
ul

k ]i,j = μk,i+j +
μk,i+j−1

ρul
, (63)

[ak]n = μk,n. (64)

The approximate coefficient vector can be obtained by

b
ul

k = (Φ
ul

k )−1ak. (65)

We denote [b
ul

k ]n as b
ul

k,n, and the low-complexity PE
receiver can be expressed as

R
pe

k =
N∑

n=1

b
ul

k,nGn−1
k HH

k . (66)

The UL ergodic achievable sum-rate for the low-complexity
PE receiver, R

pe

k , is given by

rul
pe =

1
Nv

∑
k∈K

U∑
u=1

EHk

{
log2

{
1

+

∣∣∣rpe
u,khu,k

∣∣∣2 qul

∑U
u′ �=u

∣∣∣rpe
u,khu′,k

∣∣∣2 qul + σul
∥∥∥rpe

u,k

∥∥∥2
}}

, (67)

r̃dl
mmse ≈ r̃dl,appro

mmse =
U∑

u=1

log2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩1 +
1 −

P̃u∏̃
p=1

1

ξ
ru,p̃
u,p̃

P̃u∑
p=1

ru,p∑
l=1

(
2σdl

εdl bu,p,l,1 −
(

σdl

εdl

)2

bu,p,l,2

)
σdl

Uεdl

U∑
u=1

P̃u∏̃
p=1

1

ξ
ru,p̃
u,p̃

P̃u∑
p=1

ru,p∑
l=1

(
bu,p,l,1 − σdl

εdl bu,p,l,2

)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (44)
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where the low-complexity PE receiver, rpe
u,k, for UT u is the

u-th row of R
pe

k .
Similarly, the low-complexity PE precoder can be expressed

as

P
pe

k =

(
N∑

n=1

b
dl

k,nGn−1
k HH

k

)T

, (68)

where b
dl

k,n is the approximate coefficient. We denote b
dl

k =
[b

dl

k,1, · · · , b
dl

k,N ]T ∈ CN×1, obtained as

b
dl

k =
1
ζ
pe

k

(Φ
dl

k )−1ak, (69)

where Φ
dl

k ∈ C
N×N with

[Φ
dl

k ]i,j = μk,i+j +
μk,i+j−1

ρdl
, (70)

and ζ
pe

k is a real scalar parameter to meet power constraint

tr
((

P
pe

k

)H

P
pe

k

)
= U . The DL ergodic achievable sum-rate

for the low-complexity PE precoder, P
pe

k , is given by

rdl
pe =

1
Nv

∑
k∈K

U∑
u=1

×EHk

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩log2

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩1 +

∣∣∣hT
u,kp

pe
u,k

∣∣∣2 qdl

∑U
u′ �=u

∣∣∣hT
u,kp

pe
u′,k

∣∣∣2 qdl + σdl

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭,

(71)

where the low-complexity PE precoder, ppe
u,k, for UT u is the

u-th column of P
pe

k .
We compare the computational complexity of the MMSE

and low-complexity PE receivers in terms of complex multipli-
cations required, while the DL result can be similarly obtained
and is omitted for brevity. For the PE receiver, the complexity
of computing b

ul

k is dominated by the computation of μk,n,
which is of order O(U3) and the computation process needs
to be performed only when the slow-varying statistical CSI
change [29]. For given b

ul

k , the low-complexity advantage of
the PE receiver has been confirmed in [29], [47]. By exploiting
Horner’s scheme [48], R

pe

k needs not to be explicitly computed
and no matrix-matrix multiplications are involved to obtain
R

pe

k yul
k , i.e.,

R
pe

k yul
k = bul

k,1ỹ
ul
k + bul

k,2H
H
k Hk

· (ỹul
k +

(
bul
k,3/b

ul
k,2

)
HH

k Hk

(
ỹul

k + · · · )) , (72)

where ỹul
k = HH

k yul
k and the overall computational com-

plexity is (2N − 1)MU . For the MMSE receiver, the design
complexity of Rmmse

k is 0.5MU (U + 1) + 0.5U3 + 1.5U2 +
MU2 [49], and the computational complexity is MU to obtain
Rmmse

k yul
k . The total computational complexity of the PE

receiver can be much lower than that of the MMSE receiver
although the computational complexity of (72) is larger than
that of Rmmse

k yul
k when N > 1.

In order to reduce the computational complexity of R
pe

k yul
k ,

the specific structure of the HF skywave channel represented
by the proposed beam based channel model in (21) can be
exploited. We rewrite (72) as

R
pe

k yul
k = bul

k,1ỹ
ul
k + bul

k,2H̃
H
k VH

k VkH̃k

·
(
ỹul

k +
(
bul
k,3/b

ul
k,2

)
H̃H

k VH
k VkH̃k

(
ỹul

k + · · · )) ,
(73)

where ỹul
k = H̃H

k VH
k yul

k and H̃k = [h̃1,k, · · · , h̃U,k] ∈
C
�M×U denote the beam domain channel matrix. We note that

the multiplication of VH
k (or Vk) and a given M × 1 (or

M̃ × 1) vector can be efficiently computed by applying chirp
zeta transform [50]. The complexity is M+L+M̃+L log2 L,
where L ≥ M + M̃ − 1. The multiplication of H̃H

k (or H̃k)
and a given M̃ × 1 (or U × 1) vector can be efficiently
computed by exploiting the sparsity property of H̃k, thanks
to the small angle spread of the HF skywave massive MIMO
channels. Denote the number of non-zero elements in ωu

as M̃u for u = 1, · · · , U . Let M̃ave be the average value
of M̃1, · · · , M̃U , i.e., M̃ave =

∑U
u=1 M̃u/U , and obviously

M̃ave � M̃ . For example, in the simulation, we obtain
M̃ave = 3.16, while M̃ is 512. Then, the complexity of the
multiplication of H̃H

k (or H̃k) and a given M̃ × 1 (or U × 1)
vector is UM̃ave. In summary, the overall complexity of (73)
is (2N − 1)

(
M + L+ M̃ + L log2 L+ UM̃ave

)
. Compared

with (72), the complexity advantage of (73) will be obvious
when both M and U become large.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide simulation results to show the
performance of the proposed HF skywave massive MIMO
communications.

A. Ray-Tracing Channels and Noise Power

In the simulation, we consider a wideband HF skywave
massive MIMO-OFDM system and the major parameters are
summarized in Table I. The latitude and longitude of the BS
are set as 34◦N and 118◦E, respectively. Totally, 500 UTs are

bdl
k = argmin

bk

E

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∥∥∥∥∥∥xdl

k − ζkHT
k

(
N∑

n=1

bk,nGn−1
k HH

k

)T

xdl
k − ζkzdl

k

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭

s.t. tr

⎛⎝( N∑
n=1

bk,nGn−1
k HH

k

)∗( N∑
n=1

bk,nGn−1
k HH

k

)T
⎞⎠ ≤ U (54)
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TABLE I

HF SKYWAVE MASSIVE MIMO-OFDM SYSTEM PARAMETERS

generated and the great circle distances between the BS and
the UTs are set equally as 2,000 km. The azimuth angles of the
UTs seen from the BS are randomly generated in the interval
(-90◦,90◦], then we can find the UT’s latitude and longitude
by solving the direct geodetic problem [51].

To obtain a realistic HF skywave channel, we generate the
channel parameters with the aid of a commercial ray-tracing
software, Proplab-Pro version 3.1 [52]. The 3D ray-tracing
technique used by the software is the Appleton-Hartree type
and takes into consideration both the magnetic field’s influence
and the collision effect. The dipole field model is selected for
the magnetic field with two exponential terms as the collision
frequency model.

We select the time for ray tracing at 11:00 coordinated
universal time on March 10, 2021. Then, we perform the
ray-tracing process for a given BS-UT link, where isotropic
antennas are assumed for both ends. Ray launching is per-
formed by emitting rays from the BS into all directions. The
effective paths are identified as emerging at a given distance
of the UT. For each extracted effective path, the ray-tracing
results are signal strength, propagation distance, azimuth AoD,
and elevation AoD. We can obtain the average path gain and
propagation delay accordingly. Using the ray-tracing generated
path parameters and randomly generated initial phases and
Doppler shifts for subpaths, we generate the channel vector
and statistical CSI according to (15) and (23), respectively.

The noise power σ in dBW available at the terminals of a
lossless antenna is given by [53]

σ = 10 log10B + F − 204, (74)

where B is the system bandwidth and F is the antenna noise
power factor, which is related to the position of the BS and
UTs [53]. For simplicity, the noise powers at the UTs are set
equally and are the same with that at the BS. In the following,
we set the noise power in an one Hz bandwidth as F −204 =
−163 dBW at the BS and UTs according to voice of America
coverage analysis program (VOACAP), which is a well-known
ionospheric propagation prediction program [54].

B. Achievable Sum-Rate Performance

Based on the ray-tracing channels, we perform achievable
sum-rate simulation for the proposed transmission strategies.
We define the correlation between UT u and u′ as

γu,u′ =
1
Nv

∑
k∈K

tr (Ξu,kΞu′,k)
‖Ξu,k‖F ‖Ξu′,k‖F

. (75)

In each of the following simulation instances, we perform
the user scheduling process to select UTs with sufficiently
low correlation following a similar method provided in [55,
Algorithm 1]. We obtain the simulated sum-rate, asymptotic
sum-rate, and its upper bound for the MMSE receiver based on
(31), (38), and (41), respectively. We also obtain the simulated
sum-rate, asymptotic sum-rate, and its approximation for the
MMSE precoder based on (33), (43), and (44), respectively.

In Fig. 2, we evaluate the sum-rate performance for the
MMSE based receiver and precoder versus the total transmit
power, where the total transmit power refers to the sum
of the transmit powers of the UTs for a system bandwidth
of 384 kHz. We set M = 256, M̃ = 512, and U = 64. From
the figure, for the UL, the simulated sum-rate is close to the
asymptotic one due to the limited inter-user interference and
the asymptotic sum-rate upper bound is tight, especially at a
low transmit power level. For the DL, the gap between the
simulated sum-rate and the asymptotic one is larger than that
of the UL case and the asymptotic sum-rate approximation
is almost the same as the asymptotic one. Meanwhile, as the
total transmit power increases, the gap between the simulated
sum-rates and the asymptotic ones increases. The reason lies in
the fact that in the high total transmit power region, the impact
of inter-UT interference becomes obvious. Moreover, the inter-
UT interference vanishes for the asymptotic sum-rates, despite
the total transmit power. In addition, the sum-rates for the
MMSE based receiver and precoder grow nearly linearly with
the total transmit power (in dBW) when it is larger than
20 dBW.

In Fig. 3, we evaluate the sum-rate performance for the
MMSE based receiver and precoder versus the number of
BS antennas at fixed qul = qdl = 5 dBW, qul = εul/M ,
and qdl = εdl/M with εul = εdl = 30 dBW. We set
U = 64 and M̃ = 2M . From the figure, the UL/DL simulated
sum-rates are close to the asymptotic ones, especially when
M is large, which means that the inter-user interference can
be small. When M is small, the gaps between the simulated
sum-rates and the asymptotic ones become obvious due to
serious inter-user interference caused by the poor resolution
of a small antenna array. In addition, for fixed qul and qdl,
the sum-rates grow without a bound (logarithmically fast with
M ) when M grows large. If qul = εul/M and qdl = εdl/M ,
the sum-rates approach a constant value as M increases,
which confirms that we can scale down the transmit power
proportionally to 1/M for large M .

In Fig. 4, we evaluate the sum-rate performance for the
MMSE based receiver and precoder versus the number of UTs.
We set M = 256 and M̃ = 512. The transmit power per UT
is set as qul = qdl = 10 dBW. From the figure, the sum-
rates first increase almost linearly with U when U is small,
and the simulated sum-rates are close to the asymptotic ones,
which implies that the inter-user interferences for both the
UL and DL cases are small. Furthermore, as the number of
UTs increases, the gap between the simulated sum-rates and
the asymptotic ones also increases. The reason lies in that
the inter-UT interference may become larger with more UTs,
which will affect the simulated sum-rate. Meanwhile, inter-UT
interference is not involved in the asymptotic sum-rates, and
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Fig. 2. Sum-rates versus the total transmit power for the MMSE based receiver and precoder.

Fig. 3. Sum-rates versus the number of BS antennas for the MMSE based receiver and precoder.

Fig. 4. Sum-rates versus the number of UTs for the MMSE based receiver and precoder.

the increase trend of the asymptotic sum-rates is almost linear
with the number of UTs.

Fig. 5 compares the simulated sum-rate performance for
the MMSE, ZF, PE, and low-complexity PE based receivers
and precoders. We set M = 256, M̃ = 512, and U =
96. Note that when the order of PE receiver and precoder
is N = 1, they are actually the MRC receiver and pre-
coder, respectively. From the figure, the sum-rates for the

low-complexity PE receiver/precoder can be very close to
those of the PE receiver/precoder. The ZF receiver outperforms
the MRC receiver at the high total transmit power region
since it maximizes the received signal-to-interference ratio.
The MMSE receiver is able to achieve a better performance
than the ZF receiver when the total transmit power is small.
As the order N increases, the gap between the sum-rates
of the low-complexity PE receiver/precoder and that of the
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Fig. 5. Simulated sum-rates for the MMSE, ZF, PE, and low-complexity PE based receivers and precoders.

Fig. 6. TDD frame structure.

Fig. 7. Simulated sum-rates for the MMSE based receiver and precoder with different speeds of the UTs.

MMSE receiver/precoder decreases. When N = 3, the low-
complexity PE receiver/precoder can achieve considerable
sum-rate performance with the MMSE receiver/precoder but
with relative low complexity.

To obtain a more realistic performance for the MMSE based
UL receiver and DL precoder, we consider a TDD frame
structure as shown in Fig. 6. Each frame contains 14 OFDM
symbols where the UL and DL transmission each contains
7 OFDM symbols. The UL training symbol is placed between
the UL data symbols and DL data symbols. One OFDM
symbol is generally not enough for channel estimation of
a number of UTs, when conventional orthogonal pilots are
used. We can consider pilot reuse for the CSI acquisition
with significantly reduced overhead [55]. The duration of one
OFDM symbol is 4.99 ms according to the system parameters
provided in Table I. Note that the frame structure illustrated

in Fig. 6 is an example under the configurations in the
simulation and can be adaptively adjusted according to the
ionospheric conditions in practice. We obtain the receiver and
precoder by using the channels on the training OFDM symbol.
We use the channels on the first 6 symbols to calculate the
UL sum-rate for the MMSE receiver and channels on the
last 7 symbols to calculate the DL sum-rate for the MMSE
precoder.

In Fig. 7, we evaluate the simulated sum-rate performance
for the MMSE based receiver and precoder under the TDD
frame structure in Fig. 6. We set M = 256, M̃ = 512,
and U = 64. The ionosphere imposed maximum Doppler
spread is set to 0.5 Hz for moderate ionospheric conditions
at mid-latitude regions [31]. The speeds of the UTs are set
equally to 30, 100, and 250 km/h, respectively. We take the DL
propagation delay into consideration while calculating the DL
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sum-rate. We observe that the mobility of UTs can decrease
the UL/DL sum-rates. However, the sum-rate performance loss
is slight even in the case with 250 km/h due to the relatively
short symbol length and long wavelength. This confirms the
effectiveness of the MMSE based receiver and precoder for
HF skywave massive MIMO communications.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated HF skywave massive
MIMO communications to achieve a significant increase in
system sum-rate performance. We have presented a wide-
band massive MIMO-OFDM channel model for HF skywave
communications. Specifically, we have derived a wideband
beam based channel model and revealed that statistical CSI
in the beam domain is independent of subcarriers while
the beam based channel expression is different for different
subcarriers for wideband transmission. We have developed
the MMSE based UL receiver and DL precoder, and derived
the asymptotic achievable sum-rate. The results show that
for a large number of antennas M at the BS, the sum-rate
can be asymptotically increased proportionally to the number
of UTs while the transmit power per UT is scaled down
proportionally to 1/M . We have also proposed low-complexity
PE based design for the MMSE receiver/precoder based on
deterministic equivalents. We have simulated the channel with
the aid of a commercial ray-tracing software, Proplab-Pro
version 3.1. Based on our simulation results, massive MIMO
can significantly improve the performance of HF skywave
communications.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

With (18), we first calculate 1
M hH

u,khu,k as

1
M

hH
u,khu,k =

1
M

�M∑
�m=1

�M∑
�s �=�m

h̃∗u,k,�mh̃u,k,�s [v(γ
�m, k)]

H v(γ
�s, k)

+
�M∑
�m=1

∣∣∣h̃u,k,�m

∣∣∣2 . (76)

Note that the number of channels’ multipath Pu for UT u
is limited. Thus, h̃u,k have Pu non-zero elements as M̃ tends
to infinity, denoted by

lim
M→∞

h̃u,k,�m → 0, for m̃ �= (Ωu,p + 1)M̃/2. (77)

As M tends to infinity, we obtain

�M∑
�m=1

∣∣∣h̃u,k,�m

∣∣∣2 →
Pu∑
p=1

|ϕu,p|2 , as M → ∞. (78)

Besides, we can obtain

1
M

∣∣∣[v(γ
�m, k)]

H v(γ
�s, k)

∣∣∣
=

1
M

∣∣∣∣∣ sin(2π(fc + kΔf)Δτ(m̃− s̃)M/M̃)

sin(2π(fc + kΔf)Δτ(m̃ − s̃)/M̃)

∣∣∣∣∣→ 0,

as M → ∞, (79)

by using simple results on geometric series. Thus, we can
obtain

lim
M→∞

1
M

hH
u,khu,k =

Pu∑
p=1

|ϕu,p|2 . (80)

Similarly, we can obtain (36). This completes the proof.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

From Lemma 1, we can express

[(
ρulGk + IU

)−1
]

u,u
→
(

1 +
εul

σul

Pu∑
p=1

|ϕu,p|2
)−1

,

as M → ∞. (81)

Thus, as M tends to infinity, we obtain

rul
mmse →

U∑
u=1

E

{
log2

{
1 +

εul

σul

Pu∑
p=1

|ϕu,p|2
}}

= r̃ul
mmse,

as M → ∞. (82)

Let x1, · · · , xPu be i.i.d. exponential random variables with
unit mean and unit variance. Then, for the asymptotic case,
we define |ϕu,p|2 = [ωu]

�mp
xp as an exponential distributed

variable where m̃p = (Ωu,p +1)M̃/2. The probability density
function of xu =

∑Pu

p=1 [ωu]
�mp
xp is obtained as [56]

f(xu) =
P̃u∏
p̃=1

1
ξ

ru,p̃

u,p̃

P̃u∑
p=1

ru,p∑
l=1

Ψu,p,l

(ru,p − l)!
(−xu)ru,p−le

− xu
ξu,p ,

(83)

where Ψu,p,l is defined in (39). Then, we can calculate r̃ul
mmse

in close-form as

r̃ul
mmse =

U∑
u=1

∫ ∞

0

log2

{
1 +

εul

σul
xu

}
f(xu)dxu, (84)

which further leads to (38) by using the following integral
formula [57]∫ ∞

0

log2(1 + γx)xbe
−x
a dx =

ab+1

ln 2
b!e

1
γa

b∑
j=0

Ej+1

(
1
γa

)
.

(85)

Note that function f(x) = log2(1+x) is convex for x > 0.
By using Jensen’s inequality, r̃ul

mmse is upper bounded by

r̃ul
mmse ≤ 1

Nv

Nv∑
k=1

U∑
u=1

log2

{
1 +

εul

σul
E

{
Pu∑
p=1

|ϕu,p|2
}}

(a)
=

1
Nv

Nv∑
k=1

U∑
u=1

log2

⎧⎨⎩1 +
εul

σul

Pu∑
p=1

Qp∑
q=1

β2
u,p,q

⎫⎬⎭
= r̃ul,ub

mmse, (86)

where (a) follows from (23). This completes the proof.
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

From Lemma 1, Ψk and Πk in (33) tend to be diagonal
when M tends to infinity. We can express

[Ψk]u,u →
(

1 +
εdl

σdl

Pu∑
p=1

|ϕu,p|2
)−1

, as M → ∞, (87)

[Πk]u,u → εdl

σdl

Pu∑
p=1

|ϕu,p|2
(

1 +
εdl

σdl

Pu∑
p=1

|ϕu,p|2
)−1

,

as M → ∞. (88)

Thus, as M tends to infinity, we obtain DL asymp-
totic achievable sum-rate r̃dl

mmse in (43). According to [58,
Lemma 1], we obtain an approximation of r̃dl

mmse as

r̃dl
mmse

≈ 1
Nv

∑
k∈K

U∑
u=1

log2

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩1 +
1 − 2σdl

εdl āu,1 +
(

σdl

εdl

)2

āu,2

σdl

Uεdl

∑U
u=1

(
āu,1 − σdl

εdl āu,2

)
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭

= r̃dl,appro
mmse , (89)

where āu,1 = E

{(∑Pu

p=1 |ϕu,p|2 + σdl

εdl

)−1
}

and āu,2 =

E

{(∑Pu

p=1 |ϕu,p|2 + σdl

εdl

)−2
}

. With the probability density

function defined in (83), we can calculate

āu,1 =
P̃u∏
p̃=1

1
ξ

ru,p̃

u,p̃

P̃u∑
p=1

ru,p∑
l=1

(−1)ru,p−lΨu,p,l

(ru,p − l)!

∫ ∞

0

(
xu+

σdl

εdl

)−1

× xru,p−l
u e

− xu
ξu,p dxu, (90)

where

∫ ∞

0

(
xu +

σdl

εdl

)−1

xru,p−l
u e

− xu
ξu,p dxu

= ln 2
∫ ∞

0

log2

{
1 +

εdl

σdl
xu

}(
1
ξu,p

xru,p−l
u e

− xu
ξu,p

− (ru,p − l)xru,p−l−1
u e

− xu
ξu,p

)
dxu

(a)
= ξru,p−l

u,p (ru,p − l)!e
σdl

εdlξu,p Eru,p−l+1

(
σdl

εdlξu,p

)
, (91)

and (a) follows from applying integral formula (85). Besides,
we can calculate

āu,2 =
P̃u∏
p̃=1

1
ξ

ru,p̃

u,p̃

P̃u∑
p=1

ru,p∑
l=1

(−1)ru,p−lΨu,p,l

(ru,p − l)!

×
∫ ∞

0

(
xu +

σdl

εdl

)−2

xru,p−l
u e

− xu
ξu,p dxu, (92)

where∫ ∞

0

(
xu +

σdl

εdl

)−2

xru,p−l
u e

− xu
ξu,p dxu

=
∫ ∞

0

(
xu +

σdl

εdl

)−1 (
(ru,p − l)xru,p−l−1

u e
− xu

ξu,p

− 1
ξu,p

xru,p−l
u e

− xu
ξu,p

)
dxu +

εdl

σdl
δ[ru,p − l]

(a)
= ξru,p−l−1

u,p (ru,p − l)!e
σdl

εdlξu,p

(
Eru,p−l

(
σdl

εdlξu,p

)
−Eru,p−l+1

(
σdl

εdlξu,p

))
, (93)

and (a) follows from (91) and the integral formula

1
ξu,p

e
σdl

εdlξu,p E0

(
σdl

εdlξu,p

)
=

1
ξu,p

e
σdl

εdlξu,p

∫ ∞

1

e
− σdl

εdlξu,p
t
dt

=
εdl

σdl
. (94)

Substituting the expressions of āu,1 and āu,2 into (89) and
after some manipulation, we can obtain r̃dl,appro

mmse in (44). This
completes the proof.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

The analogues of independence and Gaussian distribution
in classical probability theory are freeness and semicircu-
lar distribution in free probability theory, respectively [59].
We denote

X̂k =
(

0M×M Hk

HH
k 0U×U

)
∈ C

(M+U)×(M+U).

Furthermore, we define

Au,k =
(

Vk 0M×U

0U×�M IU

)
, (95)

Ĥk =

(
0
�M×�M H̃k

H̃H
k 0U×U

)
, (96)

with H̃k =
[
h̃1,k, · · · , h̃U,k

]
∈ C

�M×U . Then, X̂k can be
rewritten as

X̂k = AkĤkAH
k , (97)

We apply the free deterministic equivalent method [28],
[59] and replace matrix Ĥk consisting of Gaussian entries
with matrix Ĥk, where the entries [Ĥk]i,j are circular ele-
ments with variance being the same as that of [Ĥk]i,j ,

and E

{
[Ĥk]i,j [Ĥk]s,v

}
= E

{
[Ĥk]i,j [Ĥk]s,v

}
for 1 ≤

i, j, s, v ≤ M + U . The entries on and above the diagonal
are free and [Ĥk]i,j = [Ĥk]∗j,i. Then, we have

E

{
ĤkCĤk

}
= E

{
ĤkCĤk

}
. (98)

We call

X̂ k = AkĤkAH
k (99)
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the free deterministic equivalent of X̂k . For convenience,
we also write X̂ k as

X̂ k =
(

0M×M Hk

HH
k 0U×U

)
, (100)

where we denote HkHH
k by Bk and call Bk the free deter-

ministic equivalent of Bk.
Let Bk,n ∈ CM×M denote E {Bn

k}, which is also the
deterministic equivalent of Bn

k [29], i.e.,

lim
M→∞

μk,n − E {μk,n} = 0, (101)

where μk,n = 1
M tr

(
Bk,n

)
. Furthermore, we can obtain μk,n

from Bk,n.
The matrix X̂ k is semicircular over C, we have that only

the second order operator-valued cumulant κ2(X̂ kC, X̂ k) is
not a zero matrix [29], defined as

κ2(X̂ kC, X̂ k) = E

{
X̂ kCX̂ k

}
= η̃k(C). (102)

Let Dk,n denote E

{
X̂ n

k

}
, and we have the following

relation [60]

Dk,2n+2 =
n∑

j=1

η̃k(Dk,2j)Dk,2n−2j . (103)

From the relation between X̂ 2n

k and Bn
k

X̂ 2n

k =
(Bn

k 0
0 (HH

k Hk)n

)
, (104)

we have that

Dk,2n =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Bk,n 0 · · · 0

0 ψ1,k,n · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · ψU,k,n

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (105)

which further leads to (61) and (62). The initial values are
Bk,0 = IM and ψu,k,n = 1 for 1 ≤ u ≤ U . This completes
the proof.
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